
Pressure testing with the TPE Trolley 
up to 4000 bar / 60.000 psi 

FAST

ERGONOMIC

EASY

SAVING

 High pressure & flow control systems

 QC QA solutions on hoses, oil & gas equipment

 Rental, Calibration & Service



What does the TPE Trolley achieve for you 
The TPE Trolley enables you to perform a pressure test in a 
safe, ergonomically and fast way:

 Ready to use self containing test unit using water, 
 water emulsion or oil as a test medium

 Easy to move due to Trolley setup
 Direct medium inlet connection or optional reservoir
 Electrical driven pump up to 150 bar
 Choice of high pressure electrical or air driven high   

 pressure pump
	 Test	pressure	gauge	including	calibration	certificate	
 Chart recorder is option
 Hand operated bleed and isolate valve
 Connection available for the optional EasyLogging   

	 certificate	generating	and	digital	storage	system

The unit is connected to electrical power or compressed air 
or both. The test medium can be taken from an external 
source via the direct inlet connection of the unit or from the 
optional integrated reservoir.

The high pressure outlet is connected to the test object. 
High pressure hoses and adaptors are available as an op-
tion. The electrical driven pump enables fast and  powerful  
prefilling	and	de-airing	of	the	test	object.		The	prefill	pres-
sure can be adjusted. 

Accurate pressure setting  is achieved by the hand ope-
rated  pressure regulator. The test pressure is measured 
by the calibrated  gauge and  optional chart recorder or 
EasyLogging system.

The test pressure can be isolated and bleed down to at-
mosphere by hand operated valves.

How does the TPE Trolley test unit work 

Why choose TPE Trolley test unit
	 Fast	powerful	prefilling	of	test	object	and	accurate	pressure	testing
 Wide test pressure range. Starts as low as 10 bar
 Ergonomical operation 
 Safe due to closed panels on front, top and bottom side
 Silent and low in energy use due to electrical driven pump
 High quality with all stainless steel frame
 Easy to connect the in- and outlets
 Quick connects or adaptors are protected by the frame
 Easy to move around with optional: lifting eyes and 

 hose storage on the back side 

FASTERGONOMIC EASY SAVING



Determine your type and options

Measuring range  Gauge Recorder  EasyLogging Outlet Options
Bar psi available available clock (hrs) available  

0-160 0-2.500 ok ok R0=1/4 EEL 0400 A1, A2  LE= Lifting Eyes

0-400 0-5.000 ok ok R1=1 EEL 0400 A1, A2 R25=Reservoir25 LTR

0-600 0-8.000 ok ok R01=1/4+1 EEL 1000 A1, A2 R40=Reservoir 40 LTR

0-1.000 0-15.000 ok ok R4=4 EEL 1000 A2, A3 TB=transportbox, wood

0-1.600 0-20.000 ok ok R8=8 EEL 2000 A3 according ISPM 15 norm

0-2.000 0-30.000 ok - R24=24 EEL 2000 A3

0-3.000 0-45.000 ok*  - C1=chart 163 mm  EEL 3000 

0-4.000 0-55.000 ok* - C2=chart 223 mm  EEL 4000 

see *3 see *3 see *4 see *5 see *6 and *7 see *8  

*1 TPE Trolley frame with wheels . All stainless steel. Direct medium inlet. Reservoir is option. Panels on front, top and bottom side.

*2		Standard	=	9	lpm			optional	is	15	or	21	lpm	*	add	the		chosen	flow	to	the	mentioned	flow.	Testpressure	start	as	low	as	10	bar,	145	psi.

*3 When ordering: B=Bar,  P=PSI,   BP=Bar mainscale and PSI,    PB=PSI mainscale and Bar.

*4	 Gauge	is	class	1,0%	of	FS,	fully	stainless	steel,	glycerin	filled,	laminated	safety	glass,	100mm	(4”)	housing.	3000	and	4000	have	different	dimensions.

*5 Mechanical recorder (clockwork driven) is class 2% of FS, all stainless steel, choose chart diameter and chart revolutions.

*6 EasyLogging	generates	a	complete	A4	test	certificate	immediately	after	the	test	is	completed	and	stores	it	digitally.	Certificate	includes		 	

 graph, object, customer data and job references. See our documentation for all details and advantages. EasyLogging sensor is 0,25% of FS.

*7	 When	ordering:	in	case	of	digital	certification	system	chose	the	applicable	code.

*8 Standard is: ¾ UNF-16-HP-Fe
  A1= Adaptor to ½ “NPT-Female     A2= Adaptor to ½ BSP-Female        A3=Adaptor to ¼ BSP Male hose. 

Determine your type and options

 Type Max outlet pressure   Flow  (app.)
  TPE Bar psi lpm

 0150 150 2.175 9, 15 or 21@ 10-150 bar

 0280 280 4.000 * + 5,0

 0440 440 6.400 * + 3,2

 0800 790 11.500 * + 1,8

 1000 1.000 15.000 * + 1,3

 1850 1.850 26.000 * + 0,8

 2800 2.800 40.000 * + 0,5

 3600 3.600 52.500 * + 0,4

Order example: TPE 1000 - 15 - B - R01 - C1 - A3 - LE - R40
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When section pressure < 0,7 bar:
stop pump and or pump will not start

Hydraulic diagram and dimensions

1 Direct medium inlet

2	 Medium	filter

3	 Prefill	and	testpump

4 System relief valve

5 Test pressure regulator

6	 Intensifier

7 Isolate valve

8 Test gauge

9 Connection for EasyLogging

10 High pressure outlet

11 Connection for chart recorder

12 Bleed valve

13 Drain outlet
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This leaflet is designed to provide a general presentation of the Itensify products. No rights can be derived from the 
information on this leaflet. An Itensify quote with specification sheet is leading.



T: 0031 (0) 561 613100
E:  info@itensify.eu 
W:  itensify.eu

Who is Itensify

Other Itensify products and services

Itensify is fully specialized in the supply of (turnkey) 
pressure test solutions. Unique is the energy saving, faster 
and silent electrical drives of these systems. Air operated 
versions are available for less severe applications.

Range of pressure test or testing units up to 7000 bar. 
Specialized in testing of hoses and parts for the oil and 
gas industry. Build as portable, mobile, as trolley or stati-
onary unit. Suitable to transport, as workshop test unit or 
as a part in a production line. The systems may be hand 
operated, half automatic or fully automatic operated.

Certify generate systems up to 7000 bar.
High pressure quick connect systems to 1000 and 4500 
bar.
High pressure hose and adaptors up to 3000 and 5000 
bar.
Calibration from 1 up to 4000 bar also on location.

How is the TPE Trolley delivered to you
 As a self containing unit. Ready to use, just need to be connected to  

 medium and power
 Ordered options are installed and integrated in the unit. The total  

 system, so included the options are tested
 Clear and practical manual
	 Test	and	calibrations	certificates	according	to	the	mentioned	

	 specifications

 According to CE Marking

TPE1409001
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